HP

High performance

STRIKE LINES

L E T H A L R E V O LV E R ™ — N E W

LOADED REVOLVER ™

With its  Siaair Micro Pad ﬁnish, the Lethal Revolver unites the proven
Propel X Solid coverstock and the Jack low RG core to produce a ball motion
that clears the front part of the lane and produces a strong yet predictable
ball motion from the breakpoint through the pins especially for bowlers with
lower rev rates.

With its Rough Buﬀ ﬁnish, the Loaded Revolver unites the proven Propel X
Pearl coverstock and the Jack low RG core to produce a ball motion that clears
the front with ease and is aggressive in the mid-lane with a quick, continuous
response to friction on the backend.

JACK™ CORE

JACK CORE

The Jack core was
designed as a low RG
symmetric core with a
high diﬀerential. The
low RG engages in the
mid-lane assisting in
ball motion, and the high
diﬀerential increases
track ﬂare potential
giving the ball more
opportunity to grip the
backend while using
standard layouts.

The low RG engages in
the mid-lane assisting in
ball motion, and the high
diﬀerential increases track
ﬂare potential giving the
ball more opportunity to
grip the backend while
using standard layouts.

REVOLVER ™
The Revolver, with its reformulated ConneXion Grip coverstock and
, Siaair Micro Pad ﬁnish, provides good length with a strong
continuous backend reaction that matches up on medium to oily lane
conditions, providing accuracy for a range of bowling styles.
-

JACK CORE
The low RG engages in
the mid-lane assisting in
ball motion, and the high
diﬀerential increases track
ﬂare potential giving the
ball more opportunity to
grip the backend while
using standard layouts.

HIGH
PERFORMANCE

COVERSTOCK

FINAL FINISH

HOOK
POTENTIAL

LENGTH

SHAPE

RG-MAX

RG-MIN

RG-DIFF

RG-AVG

WEIGHTS

Lethal Revolver
Loaded Revolver
Revolver

Propel X Solid
Propel X Pearl
ConneXion Grip

, Siaair Micro Pad
Rough Buﬀ
, Siaair Micro Pad
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Typical 40’ medium-oily lane condition
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Lethal Revolver
Loaded Revolver
Revolver
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